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Editorial

Fill Standards Vacancy
The ASUNM Senate last night was
prevented from ratifying or rejecting
President Ron Curry's nominees to Student
Standards Committee.
Defense counsels for Bill Orzen and Allen
Cooper have argued that Student Standards
Committee should not hear their case, which
stems from the March 4 heckling incident at
Strom Thurmond's speech, because the
committee lacks a student member. Because
the gallery refused to leave when an
executive session was called for, no one has
been appointed to the Standards Committee
position.
It is not a case of radicals disrupting a
University function. And neither is it a case
of Senate copping out on their duties as
representatives of the Associated Students.
Students should have the right to argue
for or against a presidential appointee, who
will be a representative of the student body.
This is especially true in a situation which
has as many ramifications as the
Orzen-Cooper case. The Senate should also
have the right to go into executive session to
hear a committee report, if that is their
decision.
Gallery debate about whether or not
Senate should even consider an appointment
to Student Standards Committee should
have followed the appointment committee's
report. There was much sentiment in the
gallery that Curry, who is a co-plaintiff in
the case against Cooper and Orzen, should
not be the person to make an appointment

to the Student Standards Committee at this
time. This sentiment should have been
·heard.
Nonethele~s, Curry, as ASUNM president,
must make the appointment or be in
violation of the ASUNM constitution, and
Senate must ratify the appointment or the
Standards Committee post remains vacant,
Last night, neither the gallery nor the Senate
gained their objectives. The gallery
prevented Senate from reaching a decision
about the appointee, but they ended debate
on any issue whatsoever. And Senate did not
~atify the Standards Committee
appointment so the slot remains unfilled.
We ask those people who were in the
gallery last night, and who cried for debate,
what they want: Do they want the position
on Student Standards Committee to be
filled, so that at least the outward
appearance of due process can be made? Or
do they want the position vacant, so that
Student Standards may be prevented from
hearing the case? The last alternative is
untenable, as the administration would then
have grounds for doing as it pleased, which
could lead to the summary suspension of
Cooper and Orzen.
A choice must be made, and it must be
made today. Student Standards will meet
tonight to begin hearings on the Thurmond
incident. We urge that the committee seat be
filled, filled immediately, and that due
process be followed.
Sarah Laidlaw
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Editor:
Preserving Wildlife
To the Editor:
Regarding the letter of Karl
Koenig on April 13 in The Lobo.
His attack on Frank Hibben was
uncalled for. Simple examination
of Hibben's approach to hunting
makes Koenig's statements
impotent. When Hibben h1mts in
Africa, he only kills old bulls that
are past their reproductive
potential. He never kills young
bulls or females. The animals he
kills are used for food and are
never wasted.
On Hibben's next television

Letters are welcome and should be
no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaced. Name, telephone
and address must be included. The
name of the author of the letter will
not be withheld.

program he is going to describe a
project he has been involved in for
the past 20 years. The project is
bringing African big game animals
to the American southwest in
order to preserve these species
because they are becoming extinct
in Africa. Therefore, while the
environmental teach-in of April
2 2 is condemning Hibben, as
Koenig thinks they should, they
should also thank him for the
excellent work he is doing and his
deep concern in preserving the
world's wildlife.
Kurt B. Meyer
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Colleges Study Insurgency
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Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Holly Beckley, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey,
Sandy Schauer, Pam Burgenheim
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
·Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilja, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake
Jean lindsey, .Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Lin Morgan
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As evidenced in the above picture, campus security forces were
well prepared to take care of any problems at last night's Standards
hearing. The picture was taken in front of the room where the
committee had hoped to move into executive session.

Well Prepared
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Chester Painter

His refusal to remain quiet
delayed the hearing until this
morning.

Policeman to Give Talk

is

.

Cooper, Orzen
'Heckling' Hearing
Closes Abruptly
In Pandemonium

Cooper

make such research available to were primarily developmental,
AID; suggest and solicit research such as education, road building,
.
proposals relevant to and agriculture.
In their proposal, which was
AID/Washington, and USOM
(U.S. Operating Mission/Thai- accepted and funded by ARPA,
the AIR states, "'l'he struggle
land)."
Questioned by CPS about the between an established
propriety of a presumably government and subversive or
impartial academic aiding the U.S. insurgent forces involves three
government's mission in Thailand, different types of operations. The
University of California Professor first is to make inputs into the
David Wilson said, "Academics are social system th'at will gain the
not impartial and without active support of an
committment. It is the ever·increasing proportion of the
university's duty to entertain the local population. Threats,
possibility of entering into promises, ideological appeals, and
contracts with all legal and tangible benefits are the kinds of
legitimate enterprises. Propriety in . inputs that are most frequently
this case is defined by law. The used."
'l'he other two types of
regents rely upon the academic
operations
include reducing or
judgement of professional people.
Absolutely, without a doubt, "interdicting the flow of
academics should be involved with competing inputs being made by
the other side," and "to
the government."
counteract or neutralize the
Louis Stamberg, who works on poI it ical successes already
the Thailand desk of AID, told achieved by groups committed to
CPS the programs in question the 'wrong' side."

\
i -'
'·--" '

Thursday, April 16, 1970

'Nonsense, Sergeant! Indians Don't Do That Sort Of Thing Any More.'

WASHINGTON
( CPS)-Numerous American
universities are involved in
counterinsurgency research in
Thailand, currently being
conducted for the U.S.
government.
The main organization involved
is the Academic Advisory Council
for Thailand (AACT), a group
composed of 10 professors from
eight American universities.
AACT is established under a
contract between the U.S. Agency
for International Development
(AID), and the University of
California.
That contract, according to a
eopy provided by AID, commits
the university to "identify
research that being, has been, or·
will be conducted in universities,
fo.undations, a.nd other
institutions that may relate to
developmental and
counteri11surgency at)tivities in
Thailand; evaluate, index, and

'
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Beach Boys

The Beach Boys' new album is
worth listening to once.

Lobo Review

Beach Boys Repeat Album
Fine Listening Only Once
By SUSAN KILGORE
Hodads, rejoice. The surfing
Beach Boys have returned with a
new album out (Capitol ST·442)
called "Good Vibrations."
The Beach Boys, fii'St popular
in the early 60's when peeling
noses and sandy hair were "in"
have changed very little. Th~ir
hair is a little longer, and the
covers on new albums
psychedelic, but their music is
essentially the same with lots of
"da-da.-das" and California 'girls,
''Good Vibrations" is pleasant
to listen to once, and maybe even
twice, for old times salte, But
other than fond memories and
nostalgia, it is boring and
repetitious. Most of the songs on
the album have been featured on
one or mote of the "Boys"'
previous albums, and seem a mite
bit shop worn.
The "Surfer Girl" must have
wrinkles and six kids by nowj but
she's back again, nlong with "The

Girl From New York City," all
the "California Girls,'' and
"Ba·Ba-Barbara Ann."
The "Boys" do some screaming
and cutting up in "Barbara Ann"
to show how modern and free
they are, but it doesn't come
across. The impression the listener
gets is tha.t they were tired of
making the record, and want to
run out time.
"In My .Room," "Sloop John
B," and "I Get Around," more
oldies but goodies, are well done,
but nothing new and could have
been direct cuts from othet
albums.
The two new songs on the
album, "I Can Hear Music" and
''Heroes and Villains" have
different lyrics with the
traditional Beach Boy music of
guitars and falsettoes,
A good album to listen to while
doing homeworlt, brushing your
teeth, or sleeping.

State Police Maj. Hoover Wimberly will speak at the
faculty meeting this afternoon concerning alleged state
police activity on the campus, at 3:30 in the Kiva.
The meeting will also consider proposals to limit
department chairmanships to four-year terms and to assign
temporary broad powers to the Student Standards Board.
Wimberly also attended Tuesday's faculty investigation
into the alleged activity, but declined to make any
comment at that time.
Professor James Thorson, who chaired the investigation,
informed State Police Chief Col. Martin Vigil by letter that
he would make available to him conclusions drawn from
the investigation, as soon as he had cleared them with the
local AAUP executive committee.
The Faculty Policy Committee (FPC) will submit a
reommendation that an evaluation of all department
chairmen be made by Jan. 1, 1971, to determine if they
should continue in their positions. The evaluation will be
made by administrators and faculty members, using
criteria as established by the various departments and
deans.
The recommendation calls for terms of chairmanship of
four years, but leaves final determination of length to the
individual colleges. If they set no policy, the four year
terms would be in effect. Terms of office would be
renewable, but ordinarily no more than once.
Recommendations for appointments and
reappointments would be made by deans, after
consultation with department faculty and other persons
they deem fit. Consultation with department facul~y
would include taking a secret ballot on a potential
appointment.
Under a proposal made by the Committee on University
Governance, the Student Standards Board would assume
an additional function to hear cases concerning all
members of the University community.
.
,
It would function as a University Standards Board, until
such time as a permanent judiciary committee could be
created. As such, it would have authority to hear
complaints and charges brought by any member or group
of members or the faculty, administrators, or students
against other members or groups.

The Student Standards Hearing complement of faculty members, University not to proceed with
for Allen Cooper and Bill Orzen but only three students. The internal judicial p~oceedings
broke up in pandemonium last Student Senate had tried to against students if similar actions
night after only 21 minutes when confirm ASUNM President Ron have been taken in civil court.
Cooper and the gallery refused to Curry's appointments to the
Referring to the full
remain quiet and the committee
committee Wednesday but finally composition of the committee,
found it impossible to move into adjourned when the gallery Driscoll said "the number eight is
executive session.
refused to allow them to go into not a magic number but it is in
The committee was to convene executive session.
the student constitution and the
again this morning in executive
Charles Driscoll, defense Student Court is empowered to
session and try for a second time attorney for Orzen, argued last interpret that constitution. What
to hear the case.
night that the committee was is your attitude toward the
Both Cooper and Orzen have "improperly constituted," and Student Court order?"
been charged by ASUNM and the
University lawyer Robert
them not to continue the
University administration with asked
hearing until such time as there Taichert rejoined that the
"disrupting the educational were four students and four functions of the Student Court
function and community living" faculty on the committee.
and the Standards Committee
in connection with the part they
were clearly separate. The
pI ayed in the Sen. Strom
Prior to the beginning of the ASUNM Constitution, he sa1'tl,
Thurmond heckling incident hearing faculty members on the clearly specifies that the Court
March 4.
committee had "drawn straws" was not permitted to involve itself
Cooper, who had earlier kept and Robert Walker had in matters of discipline,
up a steady stream of banter with disqualified himself in order to
Calling Driscoll's motion to
the audience, tried to make a ensure that there would be an suspend the hearing "both
speech explaining why he found equal number of faculty and frivolous and spurious" Taichert
"no legitimacy" in the Standards students to hear the case, i.e. urged the committee to continue
Committee after chairman Robert three apiece. Walker, who is a law its proceedings.
M i I ne had announced the school professor, however,
At that point Driscoll erupted.
committee would proceed with remained on the committee to "If you use the word 'spurious'
the hearing despite a Student provide legal advise although once again I am going to walk
Court ruling barring them from Milne stated he would not take across the hall and punch you in
part in any deliberations.
such action.
the mouth. I am not going to take
The court had ruled last
Driscoll objected to that any more of your crap. I demand
Sunday that Standards could not solution. "It seems to me, and I that the court maintain decorum"
proceed in the case until such speak with real consternation and and refrain prosecution attorneys
time as they were "fully confusion," that Standards is from using derrogatory words in
empaneled." The ASUNM attempting to circumvent the refetence to my motions.
Constitution and the faculty powers of Student Court by
At that point the audience
handbook both provide for a denying the Court's e~istence and broke into sustained applause.
membership of four students, four "power to interpret the student
Only a few minutes later Milne
faculty, and two alternates from constitution."
ordered the committee into
each group.
He also pointed out a law executive session. When that move
Currently, Standards is recently passed by the Student failed the committee agreed to
composed only of a full S e nat.e which requires the meet again this morning.

Apollo Splashdown Today
South Pacific Landing at 11:08
By EDWARD K. DELONG
· UPI Space Writer

If they come in on target, and
if there is a. last minute break in
the weather, the world may be
SPACE CENTER, Houston able to watch via color television.
(UPI)-The crew of America's
A cloud blanket and possible
crippled Apollo 13 spaceship was thundershowers were forecast for
given final instructions for an the recovery area. The late
emergency landing today, and Thursday night prediction was an
flight director Jerry Griffin said, abrupt change from earlier
''From here on it's men and forecasts, when officials said the
equipment performing. I think weather would be "very good."
The shallowest allowable angle
we'll make it."
for
a safe re-entry was 5.9 degrees.
Officials said the spacecraft,
carrying James A. Lovell, John L. Apollo 13 was on a course headed
Swigert and Fred W. Haise, was in at 6.05 degrees, but Griffin said
coming in at slightly too shallow an it would be better if the
angle, and would require another spacecraft te•entered at between
course correction about five hours 6.25 and 6.75 degrees, and thus
an additional course correction
before re·entry.
The pilots aimi!d for a spot in was planned.
The proper re-entry angle is
the Paci£ic Ocean about 620 miles
southeast of Pago Pago in the . needed to keep the heat shield on
American Samoas. They are due the command ship from
to plop down at 11:08 a.m. MST overheating and consuming the
spaceship in flame.
Friday,

The friction of the space craft
moving through the atmosphere
heats gases in front of the heat
shield to 5000 degrees.
Griffin said if there was no
additional course correction, "The
entry Would be a little bit hotter
than normal," but added:
"It's in the corridor, it's
shallow coming in slightly too
shallowly, but its re-entering."
Ground controllers took the
pilots through the antire routine
they must follow to get home
safely, beginning a.t the start of
their 4:23 a..m. Friday work day,
when they line up their navigation
equipment and warm up their
maneuvering jets.
Thousands of specialists have
worked day and night devising,
and proofing out, the special
procedures needed to get the
stricken spaceship safely home.
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'Happening'
Wraps U.S. Tank

Explains Arrest,

By SHANNON ROBINSON

Said,

~· Dozens of art students clung to the top of a World War

II tank and rode it out the armory gate.
It looked like a campus cop's nightmare but the man at
th~ controls, _Capt. Tom Tays, was anything but subversive,
He s a captam in the National Guard. It was Capt. Tays'
tank that got wrapped but he didn't mind and seemed to
dig the. happening as much as the students. He drove the
tank w~th everybody on it out across the mesa and then
parked 1t for the wrapping.
·
. Every_ inch of the tank was wrapped in paper, taped, and
fmally t1ed together with string, A large ribbon and stamp
were added. It was a six cent stamp bearing Franklin
Rooseve!t who had a noticeably lecherous grin. On signal,
Stephanie Moskoff, a graduate art student who had been
wrapped in the tank, burst through the' paper to wild
cheers from the crowd of students.
She was also heard to have commented the tank was
definitely "male". Miss Moskoff said she was glad to hear
'she and the tank were being sent to John Wayne.
There was a slight contention as to who should receive
the tank. The A_lbuquerque chapter of the Salvation Army
was a top candidate, although some wanted to send the
tank back to Nixon or to Hanoi. It was rumored that Allen
Cooper offered to trade his bicycle for it.
. Capt. Tays said the tank, a M-42, is of World War II
vmtage but that there are several battalions of them now
operating in Vietnam. The captain usually ushers Cub
Scout groups through the armory. Asked what he thought
o.f the happening, he said, "Very different."

11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others •..)
lunch 11 :30·2:30 dinner s:30·g:30

413 Romero St. N .W.
of Old Town Plaza

2

blocks N.W.
242-4986

Lobo photo by Mike Rowland
~ail service ought to be set back 10 years when the Post Office
receives a World War II tank wrapped and beribboned by an art class
Me~bers of Chris Ancliffe's class who comandeered it from th~
National Guard Armory addressed it to John Wayne.

Special Delivery

Improved Disposal Methods Sought

Nation Faces Trash Pile-Up
(Editor's note: In connection
with plans for Earth Day, April
22, The Lobo will run a series of
investigatory articles on the
problems of our polluted
environment. The articles were
compiled by members of the
Earth Day Research Committee.)
By DENNIS MILLER
The history of solid waste
disposal in America has always
been one of finding the cheapest
and most convenient methods
possible. This usually meant
hauling the refuse to some dump
outside of town and burning it or
dumping into some body of water
nearby.
These methods of disposal are
no longer acceptable today. In
some areas of the country these
methods are even physically
impossible, as in our metropolitan
areas, because land is no longer
available for dumps.
Just how much refuse does the
U nited States produce? It has
.
b een estimated
the trash produced
in the United States could fill up
t h e Panama Canal four times a
year, With the need for land
becoming more critical every year
because of its growing population
t e nation can no longer afford to

ruin the land with piles of
garbage.
The ultimate answer is total
recycling of all wastes so that they
may be reused as a natural
resource. This may be possible
through the use of thermonuclear
energy used in a "fusion torch "
being developed by Bernard J.
Eastland and William C. Gough of
the Atomic Energy Commission.
· wi 1I take
· However, th ey pre d'1ct It
until the year 2000 to develop the
technology to make this theory
operational.
Waste Increasing ·
But if we wait until the year
2000 to stop pollution the
·
b le
s1'tu a t'Jon may we11 b e 1rreversi
d
"
·
J
•
an no muac e tool' will be able
to h e 1p. E ven 1'f th e total
popul a t'1on remams
· th e same, t h e
amount of refuse will still increase
("f
1 curren t t ren d s con t'mue ) too
much for mankind to save himself
from h'1s own·f'lth
· Th e
1 an d. d eb ns.
average person today produces 5.3
p oun d s o f was t e per day as
compare d t o 2 •75 pounds in
1920 • BY 1980 1•t 1s
· estimated
·
this
f1'gure w ill r1se
· t o 8 poun d s. Th e
·
reason f or th e mcrease
seems to
I'Je ·m th e pack agmg
'
o f consumer
go d
hs.
cont'mua11 Y trying to make their

°

.:======~=~~~~~~~~=~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·=~~T~=e~~m~a~n~u~f~a;c~t~u~r~e~r~s~a~r~eWhen you know
it's for keeps
All your cherished moments
will be forever symbolized by
your diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake is in
the ring and on the tag, you are
assured of fine quality and
lasting satisfaction. The
engagement diamond is
flawless, of superb color, and
precise modern cut.
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Pre~Trial

Events

Walker Says Don't Resist

Art .students invaded the National Guard Armory at 600
Wyol:llmg NE yesterday, wrapped a tank in paper, added a
massive stamp, and addressed it to John Wayne.
Chris A?cliffe's visual fundamentals lab section initiated
th~,wrappmg and were assisted by other art students.
. At frrst we had decided to paint the tank, but that
m1ght have been considered damaging federal property and
it. would have been a mess to try and clean up,'' Ancliffe

k

to use thmr refuse in highly
compacted form for building
material.
Even kitchen and restaurant
garbage can be converted into
fertilizer by composting plants
that degrade into its simpler
compounds. This method is now
b.ei_ng used in many European
cJtJes.
IS

Search Warrants
Search-type warrants:
unnecessary in case of
arrest-your person and the
surrounding area may be searched,
but it must be reasonable and not

just a general ransacking. Only
contraband (smuggled goods,
narcotics, fruits, and/or
instrumentalities of a crime) or
that which is obviously evidence
may be seized, but not private
papers and effects which a
policeman believes may be
evidence of a crime, In any other
i.nstance, a search warrant is
necessary. It contains the address
to be searched (includes persons
at that address) and the items to
be seized. The cops can seize only
those items named in the warrant
and anything visible which is a
crime to possess, like stolen
goods, or dope. You are entitled
to see a copy of the warrant upon
request. If it was issued on the
basis of an affidavit submitted by
the cop, you are entitled to see a
copy of that as well.
When you're taken to the
police station, the cops may
decide they want to cut off your
long hair or ·Afro, if you have
either. Doesn't matter if you
washed it an hour before; they
will · cite "sanitary regulations"
and start cutting. There's not a
thing you can do about it (but
recent Supreme Court decisions
may change that soon).
If you can't afford an attorney,
ask to have a free one provided.
(This Supreme Court ruling does
not, unfortunately, in practice
apply to misdemeanor cases, as
the B YU·Strom Thurmond
disrupters have discovered).
Again, don't sign or say anything
until you have an attorney's
advise. Remember that letters,
phone calls, and conversation with
cell mates may all be bugged. If
any force or threats are used to
get statements from you, report it
to your lawyer.
One Phone Call
You should be allowed at least
one phone call, to arrange bail and
to tell family or friends what has
happened. Ask for an itemized
receipt for all money and
property taken from you.
The police must either release
you or charge you with a crime
and bring you before a judge
within 24 hours of your arrest (or
at least by the next court day). If
you still don't have a lawyer by
that time, ask for one as soon as
you're brought before a judge.
Certainly don't make your plea to

the charge until you have counsel.
Tell the judge and your lawyer of
any complaints you have about
the manner of your arrest or other
conduct by the police,
John Walker, executive director
of the New Mexico Civil Liberties
Union (NMCI,U), gave a warning
about police testimony,
"At best, you may be able to
get some evidence thrown out
whetl you get to your trial. But
cops will lie; I've personally heard
them lie under oath. When a pig
stops you or breaks into your
house, you're virtually helpless,"
said Walker.
Ask the judge to release you on
your own recognizance-promise
to show up for your trial. If you
have a family, job, or other close
ties to the community, you have a
better chance for this. In any
event, unless you are charged with
a very serious crime, you must be
released on bail-a sum of money
which is held until you show up
for your trial. If friends can't
obtain the money for you, call a
professional bail bondsman listed
in the phone directory.
Billfold Rights Card
Wallet-sized cards listing your
rights when arrested were passed
out Wednesday at a meeting of
the Student Chapter of the New
Mexico Civil Liberties Union.
UNM's Law Students Civil Rights
Research Council will also have
such cards ready this week.
If you believe innocent people
aren't harrassed and arrested
solely because policemen don't
like their looks or politics, it's not
an indication of your political
orientation but of your naivete.
For those who like the
reasoning that the cops can't haul
anyone in who hasn't broken a
law, read in the next article some
of the ridiculous and vague
Albuquerque ordinances which
police can, and do, invoke.

Draft Discussion
Questions and answers
concerning the draft will be aired
in an informal panel discussion
beginning at 7 p.m. Sunday in
room 101 of the Law School.
The panel will consist of two
Albuquerque attorneys who have
been handling draft cases and
members of the UNM Quaker
Association and the Law Students
Civil Rights Research Council
(LSCRRC),.
The sponsors are trying to
encourage interested persons ip
this area to begin training as draft
counselors,

Folklore Society
The UNM Folklore Society will
meet tonight at 7:30 in the
Union, room 253.

City Tours
Architect-guided bus tours of
Albuquerque are being sponsored
by the Museum of Albuquerque
Assn.
A background for a slide show,
"Have You Seen Albuquerque?",
the tours cover three phases of
Albuquerque's development and
were planned by the American
Institute of Architects.
The first tour, scheduled
Sunday, will be conducted by
Banbridge Bunting, art
department professor, It will visit
historical sites while the second,
May 17, will cover examples of
contemporary architecture. The
third, June 21, will be devoted to
the future of Albuquerque from a
planner's point of view.
Reservations for the tours can
be made by addressing a check to
the Museum of Albuquerque
Assn., Box 1293, Albuquerque,
87103 ..Tickets for each tour are
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'Pig' Caller Jailed 30 Days
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI)-A
Holyoke, Mass., youth was
ordered jailed for 30 days for
calling a policeman a "pig" as he
walked from a Circuit Court
hearing resulting from an antiwar
rally here. The youth, Bruce A.
Kline, 19, was ordered jailed for

contempt by Judge Joseph
Adorno after the epithet was
directed at a policeman in the rear
of the courtroom, Kline was
arrested during a rally Tuesday
attended by 2000 persons in
Bushnell Park here. 24 other
persons also were arrested.

New Mexico Lobo
Box 20, University P.O.,UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505)
277·4102, 277-4202
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(Editor's note; The following is
the second of a series on the rights
of persons involved with the
police. Today's article discusses
procedures in arrest and pre-trial
situations.)
By CHARLES ANDREWS
Ask a policeman who is
detaining you if you are under
arrest. If he says no, ask him if
you may go. If you are, don't
resist arrest in the slightest
way-this can result in three or
four additional charges.
Technically, you have the right
to resist an illegal arrest, but
forget that. It's extremely hard to
determine, on the spot, if the
arrest is illegal or not, and much
harder to prove in court. Even if
you're found innocent of the
original charge, the resisting,_arrest
part can stick.
If the cop has reasonable
grounds to think he may be in
danger, he may pat your clothing
for concealed weapons. Don't
resist, but tell him you don't agree
to any search of yourself, your
surroundings, or your car. One
way to avoid having your car
sear'ched when stopped is to grab
the registration (keep it close-on
steering column or dash), jump
out of the car and lock it. Then
the policeman would either have
to take the keys from you or
break a window, Any illegally
obtained evidence can't be used
against you. Always try to
remember the cop's name and
badge, squad car, and license plate
numbers.
Concerning warrants: you can
always be arrested by a policeman
with a warrant for your arrest. If
he has a warrant, he is required to
show it to you if you ask to see
iL-so ask. Warrant-less arrests are
legal for minor offenses and
misdemeanors only if the offense
was committed in the presence of
the cop, and for felonies only if
he has reasonable cause to believe
you committed the crime. (Like if
you resemble a wanted felon, or
your car is similar to one used in a
felony.)

Campus
Briefs
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products more attractive and
convenient to the consumer
resulting in no-deposit, no retur~
bottles, and similar "throw-away"
packaging items. The no-deposit
bottles are thrown away at the
rate of 48 billion per year·
plastics, which do not decompos~
at all, are being piled up at the
ra~e of four million tons a year. In
addition to the vast amounts of
plastics discarded a year, paper
waste products alone add another
30 million tons to the refuse
problem.
Solutions Proposed
. The first thing to do to stop the
mcrease in waste production is to
force the packaging industry to
cut down on amounts of plastics
use d and the amount of packaging
· used to display consumer
matenal
products.
The second is to use recycling
The steel industry could be forced
to use junked cars and appliances
as sources of steel.
Automobile tires, discarded at
the rate of 100 million a year can
'
be broken down into the si'mpler
compounds, and used as volat1've
fuels, Also the cell.ulose
composing paper could be used as
a major portion of cattle feed .
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'l'he New Mexico Lobo is
published dally every regular week
of the UniversitY year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not £inandally associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at AI bu q u crquc, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
th<' acndctrtic ycnr.
•rhe opinions cxpr~ssed '()II the
editorial pages of 'l'he Lalla are
those of the author solely.
unsigned opinion is U~at <lf thP
editorial board of 1hc Lobo.
Nothing necessarilY represents till'
views of the Associated Students or
Ute Univctsity of New Mexico,
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$2. For further information
contact Charlotte Black,
842-7878.

Border Street
Border Street, a Polish film
directed by Alexander. Ford, is
being shown April 28 at the
Unitarian Church at Carlisle and
Comanche NE.
·
This winner of a Venice
International Film Festival Award
is the second in a series of
anti-war films sponsored by the
Friends of the Cooperative
Agricola Film Society.
Information about membership
in this society can be obtained
from Betty Read, 1323 Coal SE,
298-0733.

Garcia Concert
Hector Garcia, nationally
known classical guitarist and
vihuala player, will perform
Sunday, at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall.
Tickets are $1 for students, $2
for non-students.
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Boyd McLeod, Republican
candidate for the New Mexico
House seat now held by Rep.
Lenton Malry, charged today that
Malry has failed his constituents
and the people of Bernalillo
County by being rejected from
the Universities Study Committee.
Malry, a Democrat, served on
the original study committ~e
when it was formed last spring,
but was not reappointed to the
committee last week when the
Legislative Council selected 11
new members.
In answer to McLeod's charges,
Malry said today that Sen. I.M.
Smalley, D · Hidalgo - Luna, had
stacked the committee with
conservatives and "had things
sewed up in the Legislative
Council before moderates' names
were even submitted to it."
McLeod quoted Smalley as
saying that Malry wanted to be a
member of the study committee,

but that House members rejected
"I told Dave Norvell I would
him.
prefer being on the School Study
"If this is so, then perhaps Committee if a vacancy occurred,
Malry was not able to earn the but if there was no vacancy, 1
respect of the House members for would gladly continue on the
his views, much less able to sway Universities Study Committee,"
support for the universities," he Malry said,
said.
"Malry was considered to be
"My not being put back on the one of the few liberal voices in the
Universities Study Committee has group and, as such, should have
nothing to do with my views seen to it that he was not only
being respected in the House, I acceptable to the other members,
think I have the respect of the but an effective voice-one that
House members. Maybe I don't would ensure fair evaluation of
have the respect of Sen. Smalley," our universities. Had he done so,
Malry answered.
.
he could have made a genuine
McLeod also said Malry contribution to education,"
"reportedly said he was glad he McLeod said.
was no longer on the committee
Malry asked for a statement of
and had asked to get off a couple where McLeod stands on issues.
of months ago."
"Rather than McLeod criticizing
However, Malry rejoined that my statements, he should let the
he had never said he was glad he public know how he stands on
was no longer on the Universities educatiqn, the universities, public
Study Committee.
schools, and other issues. I hope
"I would have been glad to
he doesn't .run a campaign in
battle Smalley again.
·which he only criticizes what I
say."

FIGHT INFLATION- DISCOUNT STEREO LP'S
$4.98 Stereo Albums-only $3.00Mail this coupon now for your free list of Popular Rock, Folk, & Blues,
Factory Sealed .r Guaranteecl AlbumsTo:

The STUDENT STORE
1907 South Catalina Avenue
Redondo Beach, California 90277
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GSA Will Fund
Child Day Care
The GSA last night passed a bill
allocating $5675 to match
ASUNM funds in financing a child
care center on campus providing
low cost care for children of UNM
students during the 1970-71 fiscal
year.
The money provided by the
GSA covers salaries of child' care
center personnel, and
non-consumable equipment such
as bed and sheets.
· The GSA allocation is
contingent on matching funds
provided by ASUNM. The Senate
has included the matching funds
in their 1970-71 budget with the
stipulation that the administration
provide a building and space for
the center. A tentative site for the
center in Mesa Vista Hall is under
administrative consideration,
Eligibility for the proposed low
cost child care center will be
determined by the financial need
of the family. One parent need
not be a full time student.
A minimal charge to the
parents will be required to buy
such consumable supplies as arts
and crafts equipment, hot
lunches, laundry, and replacement
and repair of equipm~nt.
$2549 was allocated, by GSA
previously to cover set up costs of
the center this year. $500 will
provide a salary for a center
director for the months of May
and June. The remaining $2049
was allocated to buy equipment
for the center. This allocation was
also contingent on Senate
matching funds.
ASUNM's portion of the funds
will be voted upon in the ASUNM
elections April 24.

Stationery--

Jl2 price

Felt-tip markers
2 for 49c

associated

By United Press International.

Nixon. Union Support Reform
WASHINGTON-President Nixon announced government and union
agreement Thursday on overhaul of the postal system to make it
self-supporting by 1978 and asked Congress to help finance it by raising
the cost of a first class postage stamp to 8 cents.
·
Tied to the compromise reorganization plan for an independent
postal authority was the 8 percent pay increase for postal workers that
the administration had promised in return for its acceptance. The raise
would be in addition to the 6 percent pay boost for postal and most
other federal workers that Nixon signed Wednesday, retroactive to the
first of the year.
The postal overhaul plan, long generally opposed by the unions,
resulted from three weeks of negotiations between Postmaster General
Winton M. Blount and officials of seven postal unions following illegal
protest walkouts by letter carriers late last month.

Servicemen •Know What They•re Doing•
WASHINGTON-The daughter of a former top pentagon official told
a court martial for a Texas sailor Thursday she volunteered to distribute
an antiwar newsletter because she felt servicemen should "know what
they're doing."
Mrs. Winifred D. Cockfield testified in the second day of court
martial proceedings against Navy Seaman Roger L. Priest, 26, of
Houston, accused of promoting sedition and desertion of servicemen
through his newsletter "OM."
Mrs. Cockfield said she is the wife of Naval commander David W.
Cockfield, who commands the atomic·powered submarine Nautilus, and
daughter of former deputy chief of naval operations, Vice Adm.
William V. Davis Jr.
"Real discipline in the military comes from people who know what
they're doing," she said in explaining why she volunteered to distribute
Priest's newsletter.

Police Battle Berkeley Rioters
BERKELEY, CaL-Police fought pitched battles for the second
straight day Thursday with radicals who hurled rocks, smashed windows,
and ripped down the American flag on the battered University of
California campus.
Police, sher.iff's officers and California highway patrolmen hurled
tear gas again and again at bands of demonstrators who grouped and
regrouped after a noon rally held in defiance of university orders.
Police said at least eight persons were arrested. No major injuries
were reported.
At least 26 persons had been arrested in disturbances Wednesday in
five hours of rioting which left the campus still acrid with tear gas when
police moved back onto it Thursday.
The demonstrators broke dozens of windows. They laid siege to the
campus Navy ROTC building and California Hall, where Chancellor
Roger Heyns' offices are located. A group of about 20 smashed out the
windows in the faculty club, where 50 professors were eating lunch,
then dashed inside and turned over chairs and water coolers.
Police Thursday identified four of the 26 arrested in the first
disorders as members of the militant Weatherman faction of Students
for a Democratic Society.

Convention Could Ease Tensions
UNITED NATIONS-The Soviet Union said Thursday "it appears"
that only a new Geneva conference could bring a solution and relax
tensions in Indochina .
The statement by Soviet Ambassador Jacob A. Malik at a news
conference here was at variance with the position of Moscow which has
stayed off approaches by Britain-with the Soviet Union co-chairmen of
the 1954 Geneva parley on Southeast Asia-about reconvening the
conference.
But, having dropped his statement, Malik then shied away from
further discussion of the issue, declaring at a news conference he called
that it was "impossible to answer at the moment" further questions
about a new Geneva conference. He said that the issue was not a United
Nations matter which he was qualified to handle.
British sources said London twice had approached Moscow about
reconvening the 1954 Geneva conference.
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Grass Given ·Okay
DEL MAR, Cal. (CPS)-A
survey of more than 600 drug
researchers, psychologists, and
physicians revealed a high
percentage of them believe
marijuana should be as available as
alcohol to the public.
However, a majority of those
surveyed felt LSD should be
legally available only for research
purposes. Very few said
psychedelic drugs should be
available by prescription.
The findings also revealed a
sharp difference of opinion on the
effects of marijuana use between
researchers familiar with
psychedelic drugs and practicing
physicians and psychologists.
The survey appears in the April
issue of "Psychology Today" in
an article by Dr. Walter Houston
Clark of Newton Theological
Seminary in Andover, Mass. Dr.
Clark found:
Supervised use of marijuana in
the manner alcohol use is
supervised is rated as very safe by
58 percent of the researchers but
by only 39 percent of the
practicing professionals. However,
even the researchers are far from
unanimous about the safety of
unsupervised use of mat:ijuana:
only 19 percent of the researchers
and 10 percent of the
professionals regard it as 'very
safe.' "
Clark added, "Professionals are
much likelier than researchers to
think that unsupervised use of
marijuana is a danger to the user's
mental health."
The magazine surveyed 127
professionals having first-hand
knowledge of drug research and
490 physicians, psychologists, and
psychiatrists who have not done
such research. A key finding in

Call 277-5743 to schedule
Pictures taken at the.
UNM Photo Service
1820 Las Lomas

the drug ~urvey is that an
"information gap exists between
the two groups" on drug usage.
Another significant finding is that
the "public hysteria" over drug
use resulted in a low percentage of
respondents who were willing to
be quoted and identified,
In general, author Clark noted,
''We have arrived at a state of
absurdity in a corner of American
Science. Most research with
hallucinogep.ic or psychedelic
drugs is being done under grossly
unscientific conditions by totally
untrained men and women, often
students, who ingest substances of
dubious purity."
·
A high percentage of both
professional groups--62 percent of
the practitioners and 82 percent
of the researchers-felt the federal
government should encourage
scientific study of drugs much
more than it does now. This view
has particular relevance in light of
recent expressions by the Justice
Department to enter the area of
psychedelic drug research.
The overall results of the
"Psychology Today'' survey
suggest that professionals who
have done research on
hallucinogens regard them as less
dangerous and therapeutically
more promising than do the
professionals who have not done
research.
Both professionals and
researchers feel hallucinogenic
drugs offer promise in the study
of physiological and mental
processes. The majority of
researchers see other possible uses
for the drugs-including potential
uses in psychotherapy, treatment
of alcoholism, and even in
religious and creative experiences.

Young Ecology Group
Plans for Earth Week
"It's the most depressing thing
I've ever been involved with."
Bob Taylor, information
director for the newly formed
Students for Environmental
Action (SEA), was speaking of the
general state of ecology while
outlining his group's plans for
Earth Week which starts Monday.
"I don't have any illusions
about the impact this week will
have," said Taylor. "We don't
expect to get everyone involved
hut we do hope to change the
general attitude of complacency
toward ecological problems to one
of support."
Taylor explained that SEA is a
fledgling organization and broke.
"The situation limits us to
information-oriented programs
but at this stage information is
very important," said Taylor.
SEA will operate an
information table in the Union
throughout the week which will
make available information on
.what individuals can do to
conserve water, electricity, other
consumer items. In addition, SEA
will have some of the latest
environmental publications on
display along With suggested
reading lists.
Petitions Begun
Three petitions are presently
being circulated by SEA which
address themselves to action on
some
the more important
ecological problems. One petition
will be forwarded to President
Nixo.n requesting that more
money be spent for research
designed to curb our skyrocketing
population growth.
Another calls for support from
local news media in informing the
public of environmental dangers
and massive coverage on Earth
Week activities.
The third petition will be sent
to prominent powers in the
aircraft indus try. It will be
directed at the Super Sonic

of

are now being taken
the
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.students boolt:store
Downstairs in the SUB
'.

Transport (SST) program. The
SST has been accused of dumping
garbage above the immediate
atmosphere, causing hearing
damage with its perpetual sonic
boom, and "just taking you from
one traffic jam to another a little
faster." (The SST cuts travel time
from heavily congested areas like
New York to other heavily
congested areas like London by
about an hour and a half).
SEA also plans 1o organize a
can pick-up campaign for .Earth
Week to draw attention. to the
need for recycling (reusing) steel
and aluminum cans.
Monday Meeting
The group, which at present has
"about 25 members" has called a
meeting Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
room 250·B of the Union.
Taylor, who says he and his
wife "have decided to dedicate
their lives in the fight to preserve
the environment" says SEA
members are needed, and
encourages anyone "who really
wants to work" to attend the
Monday night meeting.
"It's not going to be a one·shot
affair," said Taylor. "Earth Week
is only the beginning of organized
action and we're going to keep
pressure on the public so they'll
(the public) keep pressure on the
politicians."
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THE COLLEGE PLAN
for

THE COLLEGE MAN

2933 Monte Vista N.E.

265·6631

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

Freaks

"ALL THEM LONG HAIRED PREAKS SHOULD BE PUT AWAY!
SMOKIN' THEM GODDAM DRUGS, READIN' THEM DIRTY
PAPERS AND DRESSIN' LIKE PT0~. LOCK 'EM UP, BY GOD!"
College Press Service

UQuality Week
Features Skits
UNM's Environmental Quality
Week will begin Monday with a
lecture by Roger Revelle on
''Ethics, Environment, and
Population."
Revelle, director of the Harvard
Center for Population Studies,
will speak at 10:30 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom. The lecture is
open to the public.
Revelle, an oceanographer, sits
on the research advisory
committee of the Agency for
International Development
(AID), and was a member of the
U.S. delegation to the first Atoms
for Peace Conference in Geneva in
1955.
Tuesday's activities will include
a program of speakers, skits, and
songs on the mall from 3·7 p.m.
During the program an "Enemy of
the Earth" award will be given to
the outstanding New Mexico
polluter.

Diamond Premier
The complete line of Premier Diamond Rings and
·wedding Bands will be shown by the area manager for
Premier, exclusively in our store Friday and Saturday,
April 17 and 18

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4-201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual'•
6609

MENAUL BLVD.,

N.E.

TELEPHONE

268·4480
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Ends Key to Offense;
Passing Game Improved

yrs. Combined .
Experience

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.
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JOE TURNEY

motorcycles

Sales • Service • Parts
BSA-JAWA- Bridgestone
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO

PENTON
8206 Lomas Blvd NE

Painter in GM
Bernard Cohen, visiting
professor at UNM, is giving a
lecture on "Observations of a
Painter in General Motors Land"
April 22, 8:15 p.m. at the First
Unitarian Church, 3701 Carlisle
Blvd. NE.

a collection of award-winning shorts by

Undergrads
Can Initiate
U Seminars

WAC Standings_
Northern Division
w

(Editor's note: This is the have graduated by the 1970 additions as the spring drills go
second in. a .. ..series covering the · campaign and Tommy McBee and into the final weeks.
""spring football program.)
Tom Stine are preparing to take
"We hope . to improve our
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
over. Both are returnees from htst passing attack so we can utilize
The end position in the Lobo's year's 4-6 squad. McBee, the pass catching ability of our
a·ffensive lineup requires an Feldman's mini-end, saw a lot of ends," said Feldman. "We did not
extremely versatile competitor, action last season,
throw well last year primarily .
one that can do just about
Up from the freshman team because of three things-one, we
anything except pass.
will be standout Lester Bell and weren't proficient; two, we had
As Head Coach Rudy Feldman Shawn Webb. Webb was a junior poor catching; and three, the
puts it, "It is one of the most college transfer and was unable to protection was inadequate for the
critical positions. The tight end piny last year. This pair is passer. We will improve in all of
must be able to block on the line; expected to be in the running for these areas."
have good running ability, and the split end position. Feldman
The split ends may be one of
have a good pair of·hands."
lias expressed praise for these new the keys to the Lobos offensive
Feldman's roster shows a young
success next fall, With the
lineup at the tight end slot, but
improved pass catching ability and
still the competition will see more
the running ability of the
experienced players there than
competitors for that post, the
any other part of the Lobo team,
ends may give the opposition
Mike Carpenter and Phil Franczyk
defensive backs a handful.
are the returning varsity
This new element to
competitors. Roy Muller also
complement a tough, experienced
competed at the tight end spot
line will give the offense a
sporadically in the fall campaign.
threatening weapon that the
The three returnees are all
Lobos
have not possessed in many
seniors this ·fall. Pat Curren, a
seasons.
starter for the Wolfpups at the
NEXT WEEK-The offensive
tight end, will be pressuring the
backfield
and the defensive
seniors for the position, "Curren
platoon.
is a,n. excellent prospect,"
commented Feldman on the 6·2,
195-pound freshman.
Rostow Lecture
Split end John Stewart will
Walt Rostow, chairman of the
State Department Policy Planning
Council under presidents Johnson
Foreign Car
and Kennedy, will speak at Greer
Garson Theater on the ·college of
Specialists
Santa Fe campus, Saturday at 8
p.m.
Repair & Maintenance
The lecture is open to the
Tommy McBee
On All Foreign Cars
public without charge.
Ov~ 100
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L
1
1
2
2

ARIZONA STATE
2
ARIZONA
2
NEW MEXICO
1
TEXAS-EL PASO
1
Series this weekend (3 games)
New Mexico at Arizona
Texas·EI Paso at Arizona State

P'CT.
.667
.667
.333
.333

GB
1
1

'Earth Day' Wa/k.

W
L
PCT.
GB
WYOMING
3
0
1.000
UTAH*
1
1
.500
11/2
BRIGHAM YOUNG* 1
1
.500
1 'h
COLORADO STATE 0
3
.000
3
*Played to a tie last week. Game will be completed at a
later date.
Series this weekend (3 games)
Utah at Colorado State
Wyoming at Brigham Young

For Crucial Series
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SOCIAL- ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNIITIES.
Nationwide directories of positions. All
relevant fields. Accurate. Current. Inexpensive. Information write: Sociocom,
Box 317, Harvard Square P.O., Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 4/20

AUTOMOBILE WANTED. Need small ear
to rent for summer session, Tc1cphone
206-6154. 4/20
FEMALE roommate wanted-two bedroom
apartment near UNM. Call 265-0754.
4/20
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE until school
ends-May/June. Call 255-4282, 4/17

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Man's glasses-rectangular gold
wire frames. Reward. Cull 345-1394 after 5 p.m. 4/17
MALE AIREDALE Terrier near Law
School Wednesday, White with black
markings, Collar and leash. Campus:
2531, evenings: 344-4502. 4/17
REWARD: Heavy blue sl~eping bag and
radio, disappeared from car. No questions asked. 264-9194, 4/21

ABSOLUTELY ADULTS ONLY
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Chicano Assembly
Forms 'Raza' Party

Representatives of the UNM
and Albuquerque Chicano
communities attended the
planning of the La Raza Unida
party at the Chicano Youth
Conference of Atzlan in Denver
on March 28.
$1520 of the $8000 allocated
to chicano studies by the ASUNM
Senate was used to finance the
five-day trip for about 100
Albuquerque chicanos.
"The all chicano party was
formed at the conference to
represent mestizo people of the
United States The Dominican
Republic, and Puerto Rico. It has
no specific ideological lines," said
Roberto Garcia, a UNM student
who attended the Denver
conference.
"People were for the most part
anti-capitalist. They were just fed
up with the present economic
system that only gives the chicano
the crumbs from the table.
"Chicano groups from all over
the nation attended the
conference, including a coalition
of street gangs called the Latin
Kings and the Young Lords from
the east and west sides of Chicago.
Every student group in the United
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GENEVIEVE BUJOLD
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New 8 track and Cassettes

OKIE'S

3.99 or 3 for $10

10¢ BEER
Every Wed. 5-6 PM
Central At University
##N#########,

MISCELLANEOUS
AT 7:30 & 10:00-Qhildren's Rates at All Shows

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
"DAZZLING! A VIVID
EXPERIENCE, THRILLING!
A CLIFFHANGER IN SPACE!''

$1.00 n day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

·-L.A. TIMES

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589
Color Available

HAL WALLIS PROOUCfiON

u\mze (!!{ t/ze.1tfousarz~ D[!YS
IRENE PAPAS

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ANmONY QUAYLE•JOHN COLICOS

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

Let tltrtl~·

10 kademy Award Norni 1'\a+ioi'\Sl
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RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS~ Payment must be mode in full prior to insertion of advertisement
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Only $1.50

CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ TIMES STARTING---

DOCfOR ZHi\1\GO
fll'lday
satu!i.·day a sunday~~

..~

Guild Arts Theotre
3405 Central N.E.

Your fast chance to enjoy
all the might and
magnificence of the
Academy
Award•winning
spectacle!

\

:'111 \ : • " •••

No flat stones ot ...

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first l..son, $14
hr. after. Lee Mason, 268·4589. 4/16
CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish song•,
Send $1 to RODERTO MONDRAGON,
610 11th N.W. 87102. 4/17
MARRIED STUDENTS HOSPITAL INSURANCE. Up to $400 for maternity.
For information phone 242-1217. 4/24

SPECIAL
IJMITED
ENGAGEMENT!

•

;t·~t=·-

LITHOGRAPHERS

~RENT-A-TV

'W;~~~~;os;~t~~~".

:.·~· :~:\,\~It·-·

1968 Red VW Sedan. Excellent condition,
$1475. Dial 844-4254. 4/17

1

.

.... ....;...
-••. ...,N:......,.
······-·
··•···:•""·.....,
..
~
......:~ ~ If you're tired ::~.·.....~.:·

EXCELLENT Chevrolet radio, Chevrolet
wheel and tire. All for $30.00. 265-1362.
4/17

j

REPRINTED fROM THE

States dealing with chicano
problemswasattheconfet·ence"
headded.
'
Reis Lopez Tijerina, former
president of the Alianza Federal
was named as an Atzlan national
hero at the conference. June 5,
the day of the Tierra Amarilla
courthouse raid by Ttjerina and
his followers was made a holiday.
"In the future, the La Raza
Unida party will run candiates for
public office. The party will use
third party strategy, expose
inequities, and propose solutions
through the use of the mass
media," Garcia said.

FORSALE

GRADUATING AIR FORCE ROTC: Air
Force Mess Dress Uniform. Two coats
39R; one pair pants 32-30; shirt and all
extrllS but hat. Worn only four times.
$60. Call Dave 298-6220. 4/22
HIMALAYAN KITTENS. S h o t s an d
papers. Call 242-1692 after six. 4/22
SCHWINN BICYCLE, five speed, 26 inch
men's, two months old, thornproof tires.
$60.00. 842-1079. 4/17

IJ

-

\.,

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED: Lucrative opportunity
for enthusiastic students. Call 268-6390
after 6 p.m. 4/21
AMUSEMENT RIDE ATTENDANTS,
ma1e, age 18-24 for full summer's work
in Red River, N.M. Sleeping quarters
furnished, weekly salary plus bonuses.
Nice work in pleasant surroundings.
Write B. R. Gulledge, 212 Mimosa Cr.,
San Marcos, Texas, 78666. Enclose recent photo. 4/20
GIRLS WANTED, !ull and part tlme.
N!cht work taking pictures for photo
service. Interesting work nnd good PnY.
Call 344-8u66 from 11 a.m. to 5 p,m, 4/22

This is the first film j
to enter the U.S. from ' Cleared by Trial;
Denmark since its
Ruled Not Obscene
liberalization of
permissiveness!
.

1)

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Part or full
time. Couples preferred. Meetings Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:30 p.m. 3433
Purdue Pl. NE. 265-5232.

~ ..../t...,

'
i

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
1G9, afternoons preferably or mail.

Classified AdveJ;'Iising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 871Q6
TERMS: Payment must be made In full prior to insertion o! advertisement.

now has a 6·2 record. He will
probably be on the mound for the
opener this afternoon.
Ken Johnson, Bob Faford, and
Larry Minarsich do not equal
Arizona's impressive statistics, but
sport batting averages of over
.350.
Wildcat Leon Hooten is
expected to be on the mound this
afternoon facing Ktemmel.
Hooten is 7·2 with an ERA of
2.75.

YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN
ANYl'HING LIKE IT
BEFORE!
(,

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. lf ad is to
r\ln five or more consel!utive days with
no changes the rate is redu~ed to 6c
Per word and the minimum number Of
words to 10.

MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO
HIDE THE TRUTH. WE
MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO
DISGUISE REALITY. WE
PRESENT OUR SUBJECT
MATTER AS IT REALLY I

***
***
Wolf pack in Tucson

to teach an area not already
included in the curriculum.
All USP course~ are worth one
credit hour, &nd use a grading
system of A, credit, or no credit.
Surveys conducted by Dudley
Wynn, USP director, showed 135
of the 154 students who took an
undergraduate seminar course last
year felt the class was "relevant"
and 13 of the 15 instructors in the
program gave their class a "highly
successful" or ''reasonably
successful" rating,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

NEW YORK (UPI)-The office
of Mayor John V. Lindsay
Thursday urged city officials to
leave their autos home and walk
to work or use mass transit on
''Earth Day" April 2 2 to
dramatize the effect of auto
exhaust on the atmosphere. As an
added incentive to those officials
with chauffeur-driven limousines,
the mayor's office also announced
that the City Hall parking area
would be closed on Earth Day.

Southern Division

Tho Lobos begin another series
in the Arizona proving grounds
this afternoon when they take on
the Arizona Wildcats to begin a
three game series,
The Lobos lost to Highlands
University Tuesday 12·5, and have
had two days of practice for the
games with the Southern Division
leaders.
Arizona is shaping up as a
tough WAC contender this season,
trying to steal the glory from their
upstat.E' rivals who the Lobos lost
two out of three to last weekend.
The Wildcats are 29-8 overall on
the year. Their only conference
loss was an 8-7 squeaker to the
UTEP Miners Saturday,
While pitching remains a critical
problem for the Wildcats with the
11-man staff having a 3.93 Earned
Run Average (ERA) and only 13
complete games out of the 37
played, the hitters are carrying the
team with a hearty batting average
of .333.
Heading the list are two .400
hitters, first baseman Rod O'Brien
with a .424 average and right
fielder Steve Mikulic at .406. Just
below the top two is shortstop
Steve Ballard with a .398 average,
The Lobos have a similar team
with •powerful hitting but
proble.!:Q.;q in the pitching
department. The Wolfpack sports
a .294 batting average and a 4.23
ERA, Jim Kremmel has settled
down from early difficulties and

The Undergraduate Seminar
Program (USP) at UNM is
presently in the process of
studying approximately 7 0
proposals, about 10 of them
student-initiated, for
undergraduate seminars next
semester.
Any 15 students who have an
idea for a course and an instructor
to teach it may petition the USP
committee to set up the course,
Cl&sses may also be initiated by
UNM faculty members who wish

METROCOLOR

ENCLOSED $•---~
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